Religion In Medieval Times

Across
3. The city where Jesus was killed.
9. The largest landholder during the Middles Ages was the ___ church.
14. What could church officials do with the Bible that most people could not do?
15. A large structure that took 50-100 years to build.
16. High-ranking clergymen rank the next pope is chosen from.
17. Christians who fought Muslims on military expeditions to gain control of land governed by Muslims.
21. Top religious leader of the Roman Catholic church
22. Christians tried to achieve most of the ___ sacraments to obtain salvation.
23. Middle Ages was also known as the "Age of ___."
25. The goal of Christians is to gain ___.

Down
1. When a man becomes a priest he has received ___.
2. When a religious leader kicks someone out of the Catholic church.
4. Stained material used to decorate windows of a cathedral.
5. Formal declaration of belief in God.
6. Bread and wine symbolize this sacrament.
7. What is the literal definition of the word 'holidays'?
8. When you confess your sins to a priest.
10. The name of the king who challenged Pope Gregory VII.
11. A blessing given to someone who is dying.
12. People who left family to journey for spiritual reasons went on ____.
13. During the middle ages, holidays were based centered around this.
18. The city that was the center of the Roman Catholic Church.
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Down
20. The name of the pope who challenge Henry IV.